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Inventory Assessment
Knowing and optimizing what you already have to save money

CLEAN DATA IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS
See clean data on
test assets to
optimize and save…

It’s easy to make the right decisions when you have the right information. But, when it comes to
complex Test Equipment, it’s not so easy to get that information to hand. It could be that there are
multiple spreadsheets or a database of sorts, but often, out-of-date or incomplete data means you’re
not able to really drive value from that information.
That’s where this service gets you right on track. Inventory Assessment has been created with over 50
years of experience in managing test assets for best control and utilization. You get a professional,
technical team to assess your equipment, from straight-forward data cleansing, to on-site inventory
assessments. Not just for equipment in use, but also finding what’s in cupboards, storage rooms,
under benches and desks, detailing each test asset found.
By deploying our expertise and data, with over 28,000 manufacturer/model configurations, locations,
relationships between mainframes, plug-ins, rack systems and much more, all in a simple system with
login and easy to use dashboards, you become firmly in control.
With that clean data, you can make decisions on how to redeploy and share equipment, what you need
and more importantly what you don’t need to add, saving considerable budget in the process.

ASSET DATA CLEANING & OPTIMIZATION
A professional
assessment that will
give you confidence
and tools to increase
utilization…

You’ll benefit from a global capability covering as many as 300 assets a day. In collating the data,
we’ll reference all manufacturer and model numbers for each asset found against the manufacturer’s
original product description. We’ll also update and optimize the data as much as possible from our
own industry knowledge and database.
Data cleaning will not just identify each asset but also the relationships between mainframes, plug-ins,
assets and rack systems. This means that when one asset is moved, its associated assets move with
it, so that when re-deploying or selling unused assets, the full extent and value is realised.
Asset locations are also optimized to allow users to see the exact location of assets in a clearly defined
location tree.
On completion of the on-site inventory assessment and the data cleaning process, the optimized asset
data will be loaded into Electro Rent’s LEO Select Asset Management Solution and login details provided
to the required users, ready for the data to be reviewed.
With LEO Select you can review all assets that were found during the professional on-site assessment
and use the simple dashboards for a clear and concise view to help you lower the cost of your test asset
inventory and increase its utilization.
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MOBILE APP FOR ANDROID/IOS MAKES IT EASY
Easy reference with
the Electro Rent
mobile app…

The Electro Rent mobile inventory assessment application means that the whole process is fast and
maximizes time spent on site so that up to 300 assets per day per engineer can be tracked.
With 28,000 key manufacturer/model combinations, tiered multi-site locations, rack/bench locations
and parent/child relationships the mobile app quickly defines what and where an asset is.
In addition to test equipment, the data structure allows the app to include non-test equipment assets
such as: mechanical equipment, anemometers & airflow equipment, environmental chambers, ovens
& temperature equipment, control systems, air test beds and DUT cables etc.

DRIVING VALUE FROM SURPLUS & UNDER-USED EQUIPMENT
Save on equipment
costs by selling
unused equipment…

During an inventory assessment, we often find that companies typically have twice as much test
equipment than is reflected on their balance sheets; meaning large amounts of test equipment is
stockpiled in cupboards and not used. With the on-site Inventory Assessment and the data cleaning
process, we’ll make recommendations so you can optimize equipment for the future.
Electro Rent has a portfolio of related solutions designed to maximize the value from your test budgets,
including Consignment Sale, which generates credit from your surplus equipment for new investments
and LEO Asset Management Software, which gives you three levels to control, optimize and drive full
performance from assets with easy visibility. Other tools include Asset Standardization, for better asset
sharing and optimized utilization, Asset Technology Refresh and Asset Trade-In services.
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